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Software and hardware are increasingly being formally verified against specifications, but how can we verify the specifications themselves? This paper explores what it means to formally verify a specification. We solve three challenges: (1) How to create a secondary, higher-level specification that can be effectively reviewed by processor designers who are not experts in formal verification; (2) How to avoid common-mode failures between the specifications; and (3) How to automatically verify the two specifications against each other.

One of the most important specifications for software verification is the processor specification since it defines the behaviour of machine code and of hardware protection features used by operating systems. We demonstrate our approach on ARM’s v8-M Processor Specification, which is intended to improve the security of Internet of Things devices. Thus, we focus on establishing the security guarantees the architecture is intended to provide. Despite the fact that the ARM v8-M specification had previously been extensively tested, we found twelve bugs (including two security bugs) that have all been fixed by ARM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The last decade has seen formal verification techniques scaling to the point where it is possible to formally verify realistic compilers [Leroy 2009], operating system kernels [Klein et al. 2009], hypervisors [Dam et al. 2013] and processors [Reid et al. 2016]. These efforts are impressive but we must beware that the correctness of their proofs ultimately rests on the correctness of the specifications they depend on. This is worrying because these specifications are, themselves, large and complex artifacts with all the risks of bugs that we expect in large, complex software. This risk is only likely to increase as more effective formal verification techniques and tools allow larger, more complex projects to be verified against larger, more complex specifications.

Bugs in specifications are not just a theoretical possibility. In previous work [Reid 2016], we reported that correcting errors in the ARM v8-A Architecture Reference Manual [ARM Ltd 2013] resulted in changes to 12% of the lines of code in ARM’s processor specification. The CompCert compiler [Leroy 2009] required a bugfix despite being formally verified and the bug can be traced to the architecture specification not describing the full behaviour of an instruction [CompCert 2016].
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In an empirical study of the correctness of three formally verified distributed systems [Fonseca et al. 2017], no protocol bugs were found in the verified systems but 16 bugs were found in the Trusted Computing Base (i.e., the unverified glue code, build system, and specifications used to build the code and in the proof) including two bugs in the specifications. If we are to trust the guarantees claimed for formally verified software, it is essential that we verify the large, complex specifications on which our formal correctness claims are founded.

Three common ways that bugs are found in specifications are by testing specifications against existing implementations [Flur et al. 2016; Fox and Myreen 2010; Goel et al. 2014]; by testing specifications using testsuites used to test implementations [Reid 2016]; or as a side effect of attempting to formally verify an implementation against a specification [Reid et al. 2016]. Unfortunately, these approaches can still miss bugs either because test suites are incomplete or because of common mode failure (i.e., the specification and the implementation do the same wrong thing).

This situation is bad for programmers relying on specifications because, no matter how careful they are, they are reliant on the quality of the specification available to them. For example, Dunlap [Dunlap 2012] describes a bug in the Xen hypervisor that arose because of an inconsistency between the Intel and AMD specifications of the SYSRET instruction allowing a privilege escalation when run on Intel processors. The problem is that neither AMD’s specification of x86-64 nor Intel’s specification of x86-64 fully captures the range of implementations of the architecture.

The situation is also bad for architects extending specifications. Reliance on testsuites or verification against implementations creates a “chicken and egg” problem because implementors and test writers do not want to work on unstable, incomplete specifications but architects want to test changes to the specification while they are still developing the changes.

Our solution to this problem is to write high-level properties about the specification and to formally verify that the specification satisfies those properties.

One of the most important specifications that formal verification of software depends on is the processor specification that defines the boundary between software and hardware and on which formal proofs about the entire software and hardware stack are founded. In this paper, we consider properties about ARM’s v8-M architecture specification [ARM Ltd 2016] that extends ARM’s microcontroller specification with additional security features that software can use to improve the trustworthiness of Internet of Things devices.

We focus on cross-cutting features of the architecture and specify properties of the architecture as a whole involving exceptions, privilege and security.

Cross-cutting features [Kiczales et al. 1997] are difficult for humans because they require understanding of interactions between many disparate parts of the architecture and so subtle errors can slip through the cracks. The flip side of this is that writing cross-cutting properties can also scale well: a single cross-cutting property can catch an error in many parts of the architecture. We do not attempt to state properties about more cleanly decomposable parts of the architecture such as whether an ADD instruction performs addition. We believe that these properties are adequately served by existing techniques and that they would not give the same degree of leverage as our cross-cutting properties.

We developed sets of properties by examination of natural language text in the ARM architecture reference manual, by examining recently discovered bugs in the specification, and by discussion with the architects of the specification.

The central design challenge we face is to create a set of properties that:

- express the major guarantees that programmers depend on;
- are concise so that architects can easily review and remember the entire set of properties;
- are stable so that architecture extensions don’t invalidate large numbers of rules;
and that describe the architecture differently from the existing specification to reduce the risk of common-mode failure.

The ARM formal specification is split into many functions all rooted in a single top-level transition function that specifies any state change that the processor can make due to executing instructions, taking interrupts, etc. The classic compositional approach would be to tackle the problem hierarchically: stating and proving properties about the little functions at the bottom of the call tree of the specification, then using these properties as the basis for proofs about the functions in the next layer up the call tree and gradually working our way up the tree until all the properties of the specification have been stated and proved.

This conventional approach has a number of problems:

- **It is not how the architects view the architecture.** The architects describe the architecture at a high level in terms of the net effect of the architecture using statements like “if X happens then Y will happen” or “Y cannot happen unless X is enabled.” Walking through the call tree or the individual lines of code in the specification is a secondary activity during their internal discussions. This observation is reflected in the natural language part of ARM’s architecture specification and, we believe, reflects the way the architects think about the specification. Our experience is that, when dealing with domain experts, there is significant benefit from formalizing their view of the domain instead of forcing them to use a different view.

- **It does not aid understanding.** The problem we face in gaining confidence that the ARM specification is correct stems from all the fine detail in the existing specification: it is hard to see the forest for the trees. Adding properties to each function continues this problem: we better understand each tree but we still cannot see the forest.

- **It increases the maintenance burden.** Annotating every function with what would typically be multiple preconditions and postconditions would require significant specification and review effort. In addition, the internal structure of the specification is less stable than the boundary of the specification: functions are refactored, function arguments and results are added or removed, etc. The more that is written and proved about each individual function, the more there is to update as the specification evolves.

Accordingly, we adopt an “end to end” approach to writing properties: we only write properties that apply to the whole system. To make this practical, we extended conventional specification techniques based on predicates over the state with a novel kind of property inspired by coverage-based testing techniques.

Our verification is based on translating the specification plus the properties into verification conditions that an SMT solver can check. This allows the verification process to be entirely automated and requires no expert intervention.

The specification had previously been extensively tested [Reid 2016; Reid et al. 2016] but, despite this, we found a dozen bugs including two security bugs. Due to extensive test suites used in ARM processor development and to redundancy between the natural language part of the specification and the formal part of the specification, these bugs had not impacted processors but they are important to anyone verifying software or hardware against the formal part of the specification.

To our knowledge, no realistic architecture specification has been subjected to this degree of formal verification before.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the coverage properties we use to write end-to-end properties; Section 3 sketches the ARM microcontroller architecture, describes how ARM writes architecture specifications and provides an introduction to how we write end-to-end properties; Section 4 further illustrates our approach with examples; Section 5 describes the design and implementation of our system; Section 6 describes our experience of using
the system; Section 7 describes related work; Section 8 describes limitations and future work; and Section 9 concludes.

2 COVERAGE PROPERTIES

The classic approach to writing properties is to write invariant properties and function properties using predicates that refer only to the state of the system before and after the state transition function. Our decision to limit ourselves to writing end-to-end properties makes it very hard to capture key properties only in terms of states. For example, some properties will only apply if the system takes a certain kind of transition such as taking a reset or an exception but these are hard properties to observe from the state alone. In principle, we could reverse engineer the initial conditions under which these events could occur but then we would be reasoning about when we think certain transitions occur instead of what the specification actually says.

Our solution to this problem takes its inspiration from the approach used in coverage-based testing techniques that use measurement of the coverage of the system under test to determine whether the tests are hitting the relevant parts of the system. For example, many programmers have added an ad-hoc “debug printf” to a program to confirm that a test hits some line of code or some condition. More rigorous applications of this approach are built into hardware design languages such as System Verilog [IEEE 2013] that provides a rich set of functional coverage mechanisms for tracking how many tests hit each case or combination of cases. Inspired by these test-based mechanisms, we augment the traditional Hoare-style properties about states with the ability to observe execution paths. The property \( \text{Called}(f) \) is satisfied for any execution of the function under test that calls the function \( f \). For example, to state that an exception causes register \( R[0] \) to be set to zero, one could write the following (where ExceptionEntry is the name of the function that is called when an exception is taken).

\[
\text{Called(ExceptionEntry)} \Rightarrow R[0] = 0
\]

In some cases, finer-grained observation is important and we specify an additional predicate \( P \) that tests the values of the parameters when a function is called. For example, the function ExceptionEntry has a boolean parameter \( \text{isSecure} \) that specifies whether a secure or non-secure exception should be taken so the property

\[
\text{Called(ExceptionEntry when isSecure)} \Rightarrow R[0] = 0
\]

weakens the statement to say that \( R[0] \) is set to zero for secure exceptions.

Similarly, it is useful to write properties about function return and the values returned. We write \( \text{Returned}(f \text{ when } P) \) to say that a function \( f \) returned successfully with values that satisfy the predicate \( P \). (ARM’s specification language includes exceptions so it is possible for a function to be called but not to return.)

We feel that observing execution paths in this way is a satisfactory compromise on our commitment to writing end-to-end properties: we mostly focus on the overall properties of the architecture but we allow references to some of the inner structure of the specification when required. In practice, we find that only a small fraction of the functions need to be observed in this way.

3 FORMALIZING ARM SPECIFICATIONS

The Internet of Things (IoT) adds network access to microcontroller-based systems: a class of devices that are small, cheap and energy efficient but not previously required to be secure. To meet this challenge, ARM created the “M-class” of processor that retains the positive characteristics but adds extensive security features. This does not eliminate the IoT security challenge but it gives software developers a sound foundation to build on.
The challenge in designing security features is that security is asymmetric: the designer has to get everything right but the attacker only has to find a single weakness to gain access. This makes the design and programming of Internet of Things devices appealing targets of formal verification research.

This section gives a brief introduction to the essential aspects of ARM’s microcontroller specification referred to in this paper, describes how ARM writes architecture specifications and provides an introduction to their formalization.

### 3.1 The ARM v8-M Security, Privilege and Exception Model

ARM’s v8-M architecture specification applies to ARM’s 32-bit microcontrollers such as the recently announced Cortex-M23 and Cortex-M33 processors that are designed for embedded, low-cost devices at different performance points with a focus on security. Our focus in this paper is on writing and proving properties about specifications but, in order to explain the examples, it is necessary to describe a few key architectural concepts.

- **An exception** can be triggered by memory protection faults, security faults, interrupts, etc. If the cause of the exception was a fault then an appropriate field of the *Fault Status Register* is set to 1. Each exception has a priority and the processor selects the highest priority exception to work on. On taking an exception, the processor automatically saves the current context (user registers) onto the current stack and reads the address of the exception handler from an exception vector table in memory.

- **A derived exception** occurs if the act of taking an exception triggers a further exception. Two particular ways that derived exceptions occur are if saving the current context to the stack triggers a fault such as a stack overflow or if reading the exception vector triggers a fault. A cascade of up to two derived exceptions can result from an initial exception.

- **Lockup** occurs if a derived exception has lower priority than the original exception since there is then no way to report the derived exception. When in lockup, the processor sets the program counter to a distinctive lockup address and stops executing instructions.

- **A processor can be in Privileged or Unprivileged mode.** Privilege corresponds to the traditional protection mechanisms used by operating systems: only privileged execution mode is allowed to access system registers (including the memory protection registers).

- Orthogonally, a processor can be in Secure or NonSecure mode. The two modes share user registers but the stack pointer and many of the system control and status registers are *banked*: there are two copies and which copy is accessed depends on the current mode. Security goes beyond traditional processor-based protection and enforces access checks in peripherals and memory devices so that when a DMA controller or processor is executing in non-secure mode they cannot access secure peripherals or memory containing secrets such as crypto keys.

- **An external debugger may request that the processor halt** and can then examine and modify the processor and memory state. When the processor is halted, it is said to be in *Debug State*. It is possible to disable debugging of the processor when it is in Secure mode.

Inclusion of all these features makes the architecture more complex than a classic RISC architecture. There are multiple motivations for these features ranging from optimisations that can be performed in stacking/unstacking registers that make interrupt response faster and more deterministic; enabling interrupt handlers to be written in plain C code; and adding security features. It also means that some of the corner cases arising from the interaction of features only have to be handled correctly once by the hardware designers instead of having to be handled in many different software stacks. However, the combination of four different privilege/security modes, priority,
derived exceptions, debug, lockup and security adds considerable complexity to the architecture that makes testing and formal verification of the architecture specification desirable.

3.2 ARM’s Specification Language

ARM’s architecture specifications consist of two parts: a detailed, executable formal specification and a natural language part.

The formal part of ARM’s specifications is written in ARM’s Architecture Specification Language (ASL) that grew out of the pseudocode used in earlier versions of architecture reference manuals. At a high level, ASL is an indentation-sensitive, imperative, strongly-typed, first-order language with type inference, exceptions, enumerations, arrays, records, and no pointers. All integers in ASL are unbounded and there is direct support for N-bit bitvectors and functions are allowed to be polymorphic in the width of a bitvector. For example, memory read returns a value of type \( \text{bits}(8\times \text{size}) \) where \( \text{size} \) is constrained to be 1, 2, 4 or 8.

To make this more concrete, here is a small example of an ASL function that is called when a processor exception is triggered. The function pushes the current state onto the stack and, if this does not trigger a memory access fault, it calls the function \( \text{ExceptionTaken} \) that adjusts registers, swaps stacks, reads the address of the exception handler from memory and branches to it.

```
ExcInfo ExceptionEntry(integer exceptionType, boolean toSecure, boolean commitState)
  // PushStack() can abandon memory accesses if a fault occurs during the stacking sequence.
  exc = PushStack(commitState);
  if exc.fault == NoFault then
    exc = ExceptionTaken(exceptionType, FALSE, toSecure, FALSE);
  return exc;
```

The ARM v8-M formal specification is over 15,000 lines of code consisting of over 300 instructions and over 250 functions. This makes it one of the largest formal specifications we are aware of. The most important functions in the specification are: (1) The function that defines the initial state of the system. This function is called \( \text{TakeColdReset} \) and it specifies how the processor performs a “cold” reset (i.e., when first powered up). (2) The transition function. This function is called \( \text{TopLevel} \) and it specifies all types of transition that the specification can make: instruction fetch, instruction execute, entering and returning from processor exceptions, warm reset, entering/leaving Debug State, etc.

3.3 Rule Based Specification

ARM’s architecture reference manuals also contain natural language statements about the architecture. Starting with the v8-M Architecture Reference Manual [ARM Ltd 2016], these are structured into a number of labelled “rules.” Labels begins with the letter “R” for normative statements and with the letter “I” for informative statements and are followed by four randomly chosen letters.

We found that many of these rules simply repeated information found in the formal specification in much the same structure as the formal specification. These were not very useful for our purposes because they were somewhat low level and, worse, they were prone to common-mode failure wrt the formal specification. However, a small number of the rules stated high level properties about the architecture. For example, the following rule describe properties of how a processor can exit the Lockup state.

---

1The presence of “exceptions” in both the processor architecture and in ASL can lead to confusion as to which kind of exception we are referring to. In the remainder of this paper, we use “processor exception” and “ASL exception” to avoid confusion.
Exit from lockup is by any of the following:

- A Cold reset.
- A Warm reset.
- Entry to Debug state.
- Preemption by a higher priority processor exception.

We interpret this to mean that the only way to exit from a lockup state is if one of the four listed conditions occurs. By examining the ASL specification, we found tests that could be used to formalize this statement:

- The variable LockedUp indicates whether the processor is in lockup.
- A cold reset is specified by TakeColdReset and a warm reset is specified by the function TakeReset;
- The variable Halted indicates whether the processor is in Debug state.
- Taking a processor exception is initiated by the function ExceptionEntry.

Based on this, one could choose to formalize the original statement in the following Hoare-triple

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & \text{Invariants } \land \text{LockedUp} \\
\text{TopLevel}; \}
\{ & \neg \text{LockedUp} \Rightarrow \text{CALLED}(\text{TakeColdReset}) \lor \text{CALLED}(\text{TakeReset}) \lor (\neg \text{Halted}' \land \text{Halted}) \lor \text{CALLED}(\text{ExceptionEntry}) \}
\end{align*}
\]

where Invariants is the conjunction of all the invariants for the system and Halted' represents the value of Halted before the function is called. (This omits the requirement that preemption must be by a higher priority exception. This is a general requirement on all processor exceptions and we chose to specify it in a separate property.)

Even for this simple rule, we found this notation to be quite unwieldy so we introduced some syntactic sugar to let us write properties in a more structured way.

- Each property is labelled for ease of reference.
- Instead of using the $v'$ convention for accessing the old value of a variable $v$, we provide an operator $\text{Past}(e)$ that refers to the value of an expression $e$ before the function under test was called.
- Following the example of System Verilog Assertions [IEEE 2013], we define syntactic sugar for some common uses of the $\text{Past}$ operator.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Stable}(e) & \triangleq \text{Past}(e) = e \\
\text{Changed}(e) & \triangleq \text{Past}(e) \neq e \\
\text{Rose}(e) & \triangleq \text{Past}(e) < e \\
\text{Fell}(e) & \triangleq \text{Past}(e) > e
\end{align*}
\]

By abuse, \text{Rose} and \text{Fell} can also be applied to boolean expressions.

- We separate the assumptions from the consequences of those assumptions to improve readability.
- We omit the name of the function under test because we wish to test the same invariants on both the reset function and the transition function and because there is only one transition function.

In our notation the above property is written as follows.\footnote{To avoid distraction, we have simplified the ASL language slightly in this paper: omitting explicit type conversions and using mathematical symbols such as $=$, $\neq$ and $\land$ where the concrete syntax uses conventional programming notation such as "==", "!=" and "&&".}

We feel that this is a reasonably close match to the structure of the original natural language statement.

**Invariants:** Invariants are properties that should initially be valid and then their validity should be preserved by any action the processor takes. An example invariant is that a processor can be in Lockup or it can be Halted but it cannot be both. In our notation, this property is written like this.

```
invariant dbg_lockup_mutex
  ~(Halted ∧ LockedUp);
```

**Unpredictable Behaviour:** ARM’s specifications are deliberately incomplete and do not specify what a processor should do in all circumstances. ARM labels these gaps in the specification as *UNPREDICTABLE* and the processor is free to do anything that can be achieved at the current or a lower level of privilege using instructions that are not *UNPREDICTABLE* and that does not halt or hang the processor or parts of the system.

Most unpredictable behaviour in the ARM specification is associated with attempting to do something that is nonsensical and that can be easily avoided by the programmer. In ASL, unpredictable behaviour is marked by the statement *UNPREDICTABLE*. To let us distinguish executions that do not execute this statement, we add a new property *Predictable* that is true for executions that do not execute *UNPREDICTABLE*.

**Implicit assumptions:** All of the properties that we wish to prove about the transition function only hold under the restrictions that the initial state satisfies the invariant, and the execution is *Predictable*. These restrictions could be added to each individual property by adding the following assumptions:

```
assume Past(Invariants);
assume Predictable;
```

where *Invariants* represents the conjunction of all the invariant properties. Such assumptions would be the same for all properties and would only serve to add noise to our properties so, instead, we choose to leave these restrictions implicit and add them in our proof tool (see Section 5.3).

### 4 EXAMPLES

This section illustrates the use of the notation introduced in the previous section to write further properties about the architecture and it will look at the challenges in formalizing rules found in the natural language part of the specification.

#### 4.1 The Exception Entry Bug

One of our motivating examples in this work was trying to detect a bug that had recently been found in the v8-M specification and to prove that any bugfix does, indeed, fix the bug.

In order to write a property that would detect what the specification did wrong we asked the v8-M architects how they could tell that the bug had occurred (but not to describe the bug itself). They told us that the bug involved what state is saved on taking a processor exception. From testing, they knew that the state was usually saved correctly but, under some circumstances, the specification was not saving information about which stack the interrupted context was saved on.
The current stack selection is recorded in the field \texttt{SPSEL} of the register \texttt{CONTROL}. On entry to a processor exception handler, the current stack selection that was active before the exception is recorded in bit two of the register \texttt{LR}. Using our notation, we formalized the property like this.

\begin{verbatim}
property exn_entry_spsel
  assume \texttt{CALLED(ExceptionEntry)};
  assume \neg \texttt{CALLED(TakeReset)};
  assume \neg \texttt{CALLED(ExceptionReturn)};
  \texttt{Past(CONTROL.SPSEL)} = \texttt{LR<2>};
\end{verbatim}

Having specified the required property, we used our tool to attempt to rediscover the bug. Our tool generated a counterexample that the architecture development team confirmed as a possible symptom of the bug they had previously found. In particular, the bug occurred if the attempt to save the state of the processor on the original stack failed and the processor exception could not be escalated to an appropriate handler (e.g., because the processor was already in the highest priority exception handler). In this case, the processor enters the \texttt{Lockup} state and stops execution but even in this desperate circumstance, it is required that the originating mode and security level are saved correctly in \texttt{LR} to enable the problem to be diagnosed through the debugger.

After confirming that the properties could detect the original bug, we applied a bugfix proposed by the architecture team and repeated the check. To our relief, all of the processor exception entry properties were found to hold: our first formal verification that a bugfix actually fixed a specification bug.

\subsection*{4.2 Property Groups}
Properties often share a number of assumptions and triggering conditions so we find it useful to group multiple properties together to allow them to share common antecedents.

For example, when a processor exception is taken, the processor doesn’t just save the current stack selection, it also saves the current security state, the exception mode, whether the floating point state is “dirty”, etc. We provide some syntactic sugar for writing sets of related properties sharing a common set of antecedents. The first sub-property in the following is equivalent to the \texttt{exn_entry_spsel} property above.

\begin{verbatim}
rule exn_entry
  assume \texttt{CALLED(ExceptionEntry)};
  assume \neg \texttt{CALLED(TakeReset)};
  assume \neg \texttt{CALLED(ExceptionReturn)};

property spsel: \texttt{Past(CONTROL.SPSEL)} = \texttt{LR<2>};
property secure: \texttt{Fell(IsSecure())} \iff (\texttt{LR<0>} = '1');
property mode: \texttt{Past((CurrentMode() = PMode_Handler))} \iff \texttt{LR<3>} = '0';
property ftype: \texttt{Past(CONTROL.FPCA)} = \texttt{NOT LR<4>};
\end{verbatim}

\subsection*{4.3 Entry to Lockup}
One of the more challenging rules to formalize was the following rule that describes entry to \texttt{Lockup}.
Each bullet in this rule required careful interpretation/debugging in order to understand it.

- Other rules detail which fields of the Fault Status Registers should be set but one consequence of the first bullet is that at least one bit in Fault Status Register CFSR should be set after entry to lockup (in configurations that provide the CFSR register).
- The second bullet turned out to be false: pending and active processor exception state should be updated to reflect the attempted exception entry. The statement had been true in the previous version of the architecture but had not been updated. We filed a bug against the documentation.
- The third bullet suggested that we check that \( \text{PC} = 0 \times \text{FFFFFFFE} \) but this property failed with counterexamples where \( \text{PC} \) was equal to \( 0 \times \text{F0000002} \). On investigation, we found that the rule was implicitly referring to the “debug view” of the program counter that, for historical reasons, reads as four less than the “program view” that is accessed as \( \text{PC} \). We filed a clarification request against the documentation.
- The fourth bullet is untestable because setting a register to \text{UNKNOWN} is allowed to choose any value — including the current value of the register. We are currently unable to formalize this statement.
- The final sentence seemed to allow multiple interpretations including \text{HFSR.FORCED} must become 0 or may become 0 or must not be changed. After consulting the architects, we learned that it meant that \text{HFSR.FORCED} is not modified. We filed a clarification request against the documentation.

Of course, the task of determining which interpretation to use is not quite as direct as suggested above and in practice, we followed a more experimental methodology. We would typically formalize several different interpretations of each clause of a rule; we test which interpretations hold for the specification; and we consult the architects to confirm that the winning interpretation is the intended interpretation. This lead to the following set of properties

\[
\text{rule } \text{lockup entry}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{assume } & \text{Rose}(\text{LockedUp}); \\
\text{assume } & \neg \text{Called}(\text{TakeReset}); \\
\text{property } & \text{R.VGNWa: HaveMainExt()} \Rightarrow \text{CFSR} \neq 0; \\
\text{property } & \text{R.VGNWc: } \_R\text{Name}[\_R\text{NamesPC}] = 0\times\text{FFFFFFFE}; \\
\text{property } & \text{R.VGNWe: } \text{STABLE}(\text{HFSR.FORCED});
\end{align*}
\]

### 4.4 Exit from Lockup

The example rule in Section 3 described when a processor could exit the Lockup state. The following rule describes one part of what a processor should do when that happens.
We initially formalized the debug part of this rule with the following property.

\[
\text{property } R_{\text{SPPNa}} \\
\text{assume } \text{Fall}(\text{LockedUp}); \\
\text{assume } \text{Rosc}(\text{Halted}); \\
LR = 0\text{EFFFFFFE};
\]

Our tool reported that this property did not hold and, on investigation, we realized that we had misinterpreted the phrase “return address.” When an ARM processor is executing instructions, the return address is normally held in register \text{LR} but when an ARM processor is in Debug state, the return address is held in the program counter and when an exception is taken, the return address is held on the stack. The amended formalization read as follows for the debug case

\[
\text{property } R_{\text{SPPN}} \\
\text{assume } \text{Fall}(\text{LockedUp}); \\
\text{assume } \text{Rosc}(\text{Halted}); \\
_R[R\text{NamesPC}] = 0\text{EFFFFFFE};
\]

We filed a clarification request against the documentation and recommended splitting these two cases.

4.5 Lockup Invariants

Lockup occurs when a fault occurs and it is not possible to report the fault because the appropriate fault handler is lower priority than the current execution priority. A consequence of this is that, under normal circumstances, Lockup can only occur in the highest priority processor exception handlers: Non-maskable Interrupt \text{NMI} and \text{HardFault}. We formalized this as follows using the Interrupt Program Status Register \text{IPSR} to read the current processor exception handler and adding the additional assumption that execution priority had not been boosted using the \text{FAULTMASK} register.

\[
\text{invariant } \text{lockup_IPSR} \\
\text{assume } \text{LockedUp}; \\
\text{assume } \text{FAULTMASTM.FM} = 0; \\
\text{IPSR} \in \{\text{NMI,HardFault}\};
\]

A further rule about Lockup states

\[
\text{R}_{\text{MBTM}} \\
\text{When the PE is in lockup:} \\
\bullet \text{DHCSR.S\_LOCKUP reads as 1.} \\
\bullet \text{The PC reads as 0xEFFFFFFE. This is an execute never (XN) address.} \\
\bullet \text{The PE stops fetching and executing instructions.} \\
\bullet \text{If the implementation provides an external LOCKUP signal, LOCKUP is asserted HIGH.}
\]
We formalized this as follows.

\[
\text{rule } R\text{–MBTM}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{assume } & \text{LockedUp; } \\
\text{invariant } & a \text{ DHCSR\_LOCKUP } = 1; \\
\text{invariant } & b \text{ PC } == 0xFFFFFFFF; \\
\text{property } c & \\
\text{assume } & Past(\text{LockedUp}); \\
\text{assume } & \neg \text{Called}(\text{FetchInstr}) \land \neg \text{Called}(\text{DecodeExecute});
\end{align*}
\]

Attempting to prove these properties found that the DHCSR register was only partially implemented in the specification and that PC referred to the debug view of the program counter and we filed bugs against the specification and the documentation.

### 4.6 Preemption by Processor Exceptions

As a final example, an important property of the processor exception mechanism is that execution can only be preempted by higher priority exceptions. Since higher priority is represented by smaller numbers, this says that if a processor exception is successfully taken then the priority value must be lower than it was before the transition. In formalizing and proving this statement, we found a counterexample: the priority need not increase if the program triggers a derived exception while attempting to perform a processor exception return (e.g., because of a memory fault while popping the exception frame off the stack). Our amended statement is as follows.

\[
\text{property } \text{priority\_increase}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{assume } & \text{Called}(\text{ExceptionEntry}); \\
\text{assume } & \neg \text{Called}(\text{ExceptionReturn}); \\
\text{ExecutionPriority}() & < Past(\text{ExecutionPriority}());
\end{align*}
\]

Interestingly, the complementary property does not always hold: exception return does not always lead to a decrease in priority (that is, an increase in priority number) because an exception handler can dynamically change the priority of an interrupt before returning.

### 4.7 Summary

This section described several properties we created by talking to the architects or by translating natural language “rules” to our property notation. The process of formalizing and of attempting to prove the properties found several bugs in both the formal part of the specification and in the natural language part.

The bugs we found in the formal specification typically involved corner cases that trigger cascades of derived processor exceptions, exceptions triggered when returning from an exception, exceptions triggered because the vector table is in an unreadable part of the memory space, etc. These bugs tend to creep into a specification because humans find it hard to think about all of the corner cases and because it is natural to focus on your current task when extending the architecture and to forget about all of the cross-cutting issues.

It is not surprising to find ambiguous, misleading and erroneous statements in natural language specification — even one as heavily reviewed as the ARM specification. It took a process of experimentation to find the correct interpretation of some statements although, a bit like a good crossword puzzle, our final solution was obvious once we knew what it was. Our property language and checker allows us to perform those experiments and to confirm that those results are consistent with the formal specification; and the act of formalizing the statements helps us formulate clearer, more accurate natural language statements.
5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the semantics and implementation of the property notation described in earlier sections.

5.1 Property Language

Our notation for specifying invariants and properties extends the ASL specification language with the ability to refer to the values of expressions before execution of the code under test; to test whether an execution performs an action such as calling a function; and to name properties for ease of reference. It also adds some syntactic sugar for defining groups of larger properties. The grammar for these extensions is shown in Figure 1 which defines additional productions for the ⟨definition⟩ and ⟨expr⟩ non-terminals.

Our property language blends two different notions: conditions involving the state of the processor before and after a processor transition; and conditions involving the execution path taken while executing the state transition function. Defining the semantics of this combination requires two steps:

- We extend the stateful semantics of the ASL language with generation of a trace during execution. The details of this extension are unsurprising and results in a trace of function call and return events. Function call events are represented by \( C(f, \bar{a}) \) consisting of the name \( f \) of the function and a binding \( \bar{a} \) of the function’s formal parameters to the values of each actual parameter of the call. Function return events are represented by \( R(f, \bar{a}, \bar{r}) \) consisting of the name \( f \) of the function and bindings \( \bar{a} \) and \( \bar{r} \) of the function’s formal parameters and results to the names of each function argument and return variable in the function.
- We define the semantics of the Called and Returned operators in terms of this trace. For any terminating execution producing a trace \( T \), the \( \text{Called}(\text{when} P) \) operator is satisfied if \( T \) contains an element \( C(f, \bar{a}) \) such that \( [P]_a \) is satisfied where \( [.]_\rho \) is the semantics of evaluating a expression wrt a binding \( \rho \). Similarly, the Returned(\text{when} P) operator is satisfied if \( T \) contains an element \( R(f, \bar{a}, \bar{r}) \) such that \( [P]_{\bar{a},\bar{r},f} \) is satisfied.

5.2 Implementation

A key requirement for practical deployment is that all proofs should be performed automatically without needing to train the authors of the architecture in the use of an interactive proof assistant. Our implementation therefore is based on translating the architecture specification and the properties to be checked into verification conditions suitable for SMT solvers. This translation consists of three major steps: converting property specifications to ASL; a number of “lowering passes” that convert complex language features into simpler language features; and converting the simplified ASL specification to a verification condition expressed in the SMT-Lib language [Barrett et al. 2016].

Fig. 1. Property Syntax Extensions
5.2.1 Converting Properties to ASL. Properties are written using an extension of ASL so we convert each extension into the original ASL language. This is done by introducing “ghost variables” to collect information needed by the properties and adding code to initialize, update and test these variables that should execute before, during and after the function under test. We introduce two new functions SMTPre and SMTPost to hold the statements that execute before and after execution of the function under test.

- The $\text{Past}(e)$ operator is implemented by introducing a fresh global variable $v$ and adding an assignment $v = e$ to the SMTPre function. Occurrences of $\text{Past}(e)$ are replaced by $v$.
- The $\text{Called}(\text{when } P)$ and $\text{Returned}(\text{when } P)$ operators are implemented by introducing a fresh global boolean variable $v$ initialized to FALSE and instrumenting each function with an assignment $v = v \lor P$. The assignment is placed at the start of the function for $\text{Called}$ and before each Return statement for $\text{Returned}$. Occurrences of the operator are replaced by $v$.
- Invariant properties are evaluated before and after the function under test by creating two fresh global variables $\text{pre}$ and $\text{post}$ adding assignments $\text{pre} = P$ and $\text{post} = P$ to SMTPre and to SMTPost, respectively. Our proof frontend uses the conjunction of all the pre-variables and (separately) all the post-variables when proving that properties hold.
- All function properties are evaluated after the function under test by creating a fresh global variable $v$ and adding an assignment $v = P$ to SMTPost. Our proof frontend replaces the property name with $v$.

With this conversion, testing whether a property holds for some function $f$ consists of checking whether the corresponding global variable is TRUE after executing the sequence SMTPre($f$); $f$; SMTPost($f$).

5.2.2 Simplifying ASL. The challenge in translating the rich, expressive ASL language to an SMT problem is that SMT-Lib [Barrett et al. 2016] is a pure expression language and lacks polymorphic types, dependent types, function calls, control flow, assignments, exceptions and structured data types.

Before starting translation, we apply a number of “lowering passes” that convert complex language features into simpler language features. The primary transformations performed in these passes are

- Eliminating dependent types and polymorphism by specializing all instructions and creating monomorphic instances of all polymorphic functions. For example, the memory load instruction can perform an 8, 16, 32 or 64-bit memory access based on a 2-bit size field of the instruction encoding. This results in many intermediate variables and function arguments whose width is dependent on the value of the size field. The specialization pass creates 4 separate instances of the instruction each of which accesses a single data width.
- Unrolling all loops. In our application, we were fortunate that it was always possible and often trivial to find an appropriate loop bound. There was one use of recursion but the architects were easily persuaded that rewriting it would make it easier to understand. Had this not been the case, we would have resorted to bounded unrolling and bounded recursion depths as is common practice elsewhere [Clarke et al. 2004].
- Eliminating unstructured control flow using a simplified form of if-conversion [Allen et al. 1983]. ASL does not have goto but it provides functions that return in the middle of a function and provides exception throwing that can exit in the middle of a function. This is converted to structured control flow by introducing an additional control variable into each function. This variable is initially true but it is set to false in the event of function return or an ASL exception and the variable is used as a guard to disable actions of statements if the variable is false.
Global context-insensitive, flow-insensitive, structure-insensitive constant propagation and dead code elimination to exploit the large number of constants introduced by the previous passes. The choice of global/local and sensitive/insensitive propagation is based on our understanding of the structure of the specifications we wish to reason about.

These preprocessing steps reduce the ASL specification to a simple monomorphic, imperative language with functions, structured control flow and no loops or recursion.

5.2.3 Converting ASL to Verification Conditions. The remainder of the transformation is performed by symbolically executing the specification using SMT expressions as symbolic values and with each step of the evaluation extending a graph of SMT expressions representing the data/control flow of the program. When control-flow splits, the control expression is remembered, both control paths are executed using separate copies of the current execution environment, and when control-flow joins, the two execution environments are merged by introducing if-then-else nodes to select values from one path or the other. Function calls are handled in the usual way for an interpreter: a fresh environment is created containing the values of the function arguments and the function body is evaluated in that environment. Uninitialized variables and \texttt{UNKNOWN} expressions are handled by introducing oracles (that is, fresh variables that are unconstrained).

Unfortunately, this conventional translation resulted in excessively large SMT problems and we were unable to generate SMT problems for even the smallest architecture configuration.

To overcome this, we implemented four important optimisations:

- When merging environments, we omit the if-then-else node if neither environment has changed the value of a variable.
- We perform “hash-consing” to avoid creating nodes that are identical to a previously constructed node. This increases the effectiveness of the first optimization in the case that both branches set a variable to the same value.
- When evaluating an if-statement, if the control expression is definitely true or definitely false then we avoid exploring the dead branch. This is a significant optimization.
- We perform a limited amount of constant folding to catch constant propagation opportunities that were missed during preprocessing. Our primary goal in doing this is to evaluate boolean conditions to make the third optimization more effective.

After implementing these optimisations, the generated SMT expression was still large: approximately 30,000 terms for \texttt{TakeColdReset} and between 360,000 terms and 860,000 terms for \texttt{TopLevel} depending on the architecture configuration tested. We found that the Z3 SMT solver [De Moura and Bjørner 2008] was able to handle problems of this size but we found that even proving very shallow properties took 30-60 minutes: this put the feasibility of tackling interesting properties in question. To resolve this, we consulted one of the Z3 developers [Wintersteiger 2017] who suggested that we further simplify the SMT expression by avoiding use of high-level constructs such as enumerated types and arrays whenever possible. Replacing enumerated types with small bitvectors was an easy change but to avoid arrays we had to construct expressions that closely resemble the way that register files are typically implemented in hardware using address decoder trees to write array elements and using trees of multiplexors to read array elements. These additional optimisations reduced the need to switch between different theories when solving problems and resulted in a performance improvement of approximately 5x. Solution times with the above optimisations are detailed in Section 6.3.

5.3 Proof Frontend

The final part of our implementation is a proof frontend that uses the Z3 solver to prove that invariant properties and function properties hold.
For each invariant \( I \), we check two properties (expressed here as Hoare triples):

\[
\{ \} \text{TakeColdReset() \{I\}}
\]

\[
\text{[Invariants]} \text{TopLevel() \{Predictable \Rightarrow I\}}
\]

For each function property \( P \), we check the property

\[
\text{[Invariants]} \text{TopLevel() \{Predictable \Rightarrow P\}}
\]

For each assertion or bounds check \( P \), we check the properties

\[
\{ \} \text{TakeColdReset() \{P\}}
\]

\[
\text{[Invariants]} \text{TopLevel() \{P\}}
\]

5.4 Debugging Properties

Given the large size of the state space, we found it hard to debug failing properties just by examining the initial and final states. To help us understand counterexamples, we added the ability to emit code that would set the processor registers to the final state.

A minor challenge in doing this is that the generated SMT problem loses several type distinctions that were present in the original ASL: we solved this by emitting a file containing the ASL-level type of every SMT variable that our proof tool could use to generate type-correct ASL code. This was used with an interpreter for ASL that provides useful debugging features such as displaying the call tree of an execution, displaying register reads/writes, an interactive mode, etc. Using the interpreter to animate counterexamples proved to be essential for understanding bugs in the specification and when testing speculative properties and invariants. It was also useful while developing the transformation from ASL to SMT for identifying differences between the transformation and the interpreter that indicated bugs in the transformation.

A more significant challenge is that ASL allows underspecification (i.e., the specification does not completely constrain the behaviour in some circumstances). Our ASL interpreter handles this by choosing just one possible behaviour whenever the specification provides a choice. In contrast, the SMT solver explores all possible behaviours and may find a counterexample that is allowed by the specification but that is not the behaviour chosen by the ASL interpreter. When the underspecification affects the control path in the specification we can see significant divergence between the interpreter and the SMT solver. This has prevented us from debugging some of the failing properties found by our tool (Section 6) and is the subject of future work.

6 EXPERIENCE

We subjectively feel that our properties closely reflect the rules we formalized and, hence, the way that architects view the architecture. More objectively, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach based on the ability of our properties to find bugs, and the efficiency of proof.

6.1 Formalizing Natural Language Specifications

Our original intention in this project was to focus on verifying properties that would be useful to programmers or that the architects identified as having been hard to get right (e.g., based on bugfixes to the specification). When we realized that some of the natural language rules in ARM’s existing architecture specification could also be formalized using our tools, we shifted our focus to formalizing those rules and added more structure to our notation to better match the style of those rules.

We are also working with the team responsible for creating and maintaining the natural language part of ARM’s architecture documents about two improvements to the rule style. The first
improvement is adoption of a more structured approach where rules are categorized according to the type of constraint expressed and each type is then written in a consistent way. For example, responses to exceptional events might be written in a sentence structure like this:

$$R_{(\text{label})}$$

**IF** (optional preconditions) **(trigger),** **THEN** the **(system name) shall** (system response)**

(This approach is inspired by the “EARS” requirements specification style [Mavin et al. 2009] used by Rolls Royce PLC to write the requirements of their avionics engine control systems.) The second improvement is adoption of a standardized terminology to describe the triggers, actions and responses. For example, there should be only one way to describe a signal becoming ’1’, only one way to describe a signal changing from ’0’ to ’1’ and only one way to describe a signal remaining unchanged. These changes to improve consistency are motivated by a desire for clarity and ease of understanding and is especially valuable for customers who are not native English speakers.

The more formal notation described in this paper is also a structured way of capturing rules: the notation for properties and the assumptions they rely on provides a high level structure while the ASL notation coupled with temporal operators such as **Rose** and **Stable** provides a standard way to describe signal values and their changes.

We are starting to look at extending the formal notation with structures and operators directly corresponding to the sentence structures and terminology used in the natural language rules. Our hope is that we can narrow the gap between the two notations so that our formal properties are “eyeball close” to the corresponding informal rule: that is, identically structured and using corresponding terminology/notation so that humans can easily see that they have the same meaning. We don’t expect this to be possible for all rules but the experience reported in Section 4 suggests that it should be possible.

An obvious further step would be to write rules in a style that can always be directly translated to formal properties or, conversely, to write properties that can be automatically converted from our formal notation to English sentences [Burke and Johannisson 2005, for example]. Our current feeling is that this would be a step too far: it is possible and desirable to narrow the gap between natural language and formal notation but there is a tension between the best way to express rules so that humans from different technical backgrounds can understand them and the best way to express properties to enable machine proofs. This tension is especially strong when the specification has to deal with new concepts for which we do not have a good mathematical theory and may not yet know how to formalize or prove a property. For example,

- We cannot currently formalize statements about **UNKNOWN** (see Section 4.3).
- The best way to formalize memory concurrency semantics is still an active area of research with no clear agreement between an operational approach (e.g., [Flur et al. 2016]) and an axiomatic approach (e.g., [Alglave et al. 2014]).
- It is not clear how to formalize statements about security properties of the architecture.

In such cases, we must start with a natural language specification, then formalize rules as techniques and understanding develop and only then hope to find a way of structuring both the rules and the properties to be “eyeball close.”

6.2 Bugs Found

We checked the properties on two configurations of the v8-M architecture: one with security extensions enabled and one with security extensions disabled. The configuration with security extensions had previously been heavily tested [Reid 2016] but the configuration without security...
extensions was relatively untested. In addition, debug features had only recently been implemented and only partially tested.

We checked all properties on both configurations and, in the process, we found twelve bugs in the formal part of the specification and 9 issues in the natural language part including:

- **Trivial Bugs**: Array bounds failures, a guarding test that was placed after the action it was meant to guard instead of before the action, and an uninitialized variable.
- **Unimplemented/untested functionality**: Some parts of the debug specification were ignoring a "debug disable" control signal;
- **System register problems**: We found several bugs in the machine-readable description of the system registers. Some status fields in system registers gave incorrect information about the state of the processor while others should have masked the status information based on a control field but did not.
- **Ambiguity of Natural Language**: Some bugs were not in the ASL part of the specification but in the natural language part that specifies the rules.
- **Imprecision of Natural Language**: Section 4 contains several examples where the specification referred to the PC but meant the "debug view of the program counter." These lead to considerable confusion and attempts at bugfixes failed until we understood the subtle distinction between the two.
- **Processor exception entry**: The example discussed in Section 4.1 was already known to the architects but we were able to detect it using very high level properties without knowledge of the details of the bug.
- **Mixed logic polarity**: The security parts of the specification use boolean variables where \texttt{TRUE} indicates that something is secure and they also use variables where \texttt{TRUE} indicates that something is not secure. That is, it uses both positive logic and negative logic. We found a bug where a variable of one polarity was passed to a function that expected a variable of the opposite polarity.
- **Secure accesses from NonSecure processor**: The most serious of the bugs we found was in the configuration with security extensions disabled. In this configuration, the processor should behave as though it was in the NonSecure state: all accesses should be non-secure. Our tool found a case where the processor was treating accesses as secure.

The most difficult and tedious part of this process was in creating invariant properties. Many of the invariant properties were added in response to puzzling counterexamples involving processor states that seemed to be nonsensical. After some time staring at these examples, we would convince ourselves that these nonsense states were unreachable and we would add and prove another invariant.

### 6.3 Proof Time

We wrote a total of 59 function properties and invariants. In addition the specification already contained assertions and we added additional array bounds checks during SMT generation. We test each of the invariants on both the initial function \texttt{TakeColdReset} and on the transition function \texttt{TopLevel} and we test the function properties on \texttt{TopLevel} as detailed in Section 5.3. We applied our tool to two architecture configurations: "NS" with security extensions disabled and "S" with security extensions enabled. Our SMT generator omits checks for assertions and bounds checks that are provably satisfied at generation time so the number of assertions and of bounds checks varies slightly between configurations.

For this experiment, we ran all properties on an Intel(R) Xeon X5670 at 2.93GHz equipped with 48GB memory. We attempted to prove 315 verification conditions. Each proof attempt was run
with a timeout of one day and we were able to prove 299 of them within the timeout. The results are summarized in Table 1. The 3 failing properties are still being diagnosed but are probably due to missing invariants. The presence of 7 timeouts on the invariants means that our proofs are not yet sound but this has not prevented us from using the tool for finding bugs. The presence of 6 timeouts on assertions and properties means that some of those properties could yet fail if given enough time to run the checks. Though less worrying, we hope to reduce the size of the SMT problem we generate and that that will allow these proofs to terminate one way or the other in an acceptable time.

To help understand the timeouts in Table 1, Figures 2a and 2b summarize what fraction of properties can be proved in a given time interval for the “NS” and “S” configuration, respectively. As one might expect, proofs about the reset function are fairly trivial and take just a fraction of a second while the amount of choice present in the transition function makes proofs about TopLevel take longer. The graphs show that the properties for the “NS” configuration are typically proved 3-10x times faster than the properties for the “S” configuration but even for the “S” configuration most proofs are generated within 1000 seconds. The total time taken for all passing proofs is under 5 hours and using a 1000 second timeout would result in the tests that fail or timeout taking another 4 hours. In practice, the proof effort should parallelize nicely so the total elapsed time is primarily bounded by the number of properties that fail or timeout.

6.4 Notation

As Section 5.2.2 shows the ASL language used in the main specification is a little awkward for the work described in this paper: it would be easier to translate ASL to an SMT problem if all loops had explicit bounds, if ASL did not support exceptions and did not allow return from the middle of a function, if ASL did not provide unbounded integers, etc. On the other hand, simplifying ASL in such ways would make the language less readable, less robust or require a more subtle semantics (whose finer details might be lost on some readers).

ASL is a compromise specification language intended to be useful to multiple communities inside and outside ARM: OS engineers, compiler engineers, hardware engineers, hardware verification engineers, authors of tests, JIT writers, creators of simulators, documentation teams and formal verifiers of software. Enabling new user groups and applications increases the utility of the specification, detects previously undiscovered bugs in the specification and, through successful use, increases our confidence in the specification. The cost of these benefits is that each individual use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TakeColdReset</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>TopLevel</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asserts</td>
<td>Bounds</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Asserts</td>
<td>Bounds</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration = NS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration = S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is more difficult than if the specification and tools were optimized for that individual purpose. For example, ARM’s hardware engineers engineers would generally find an unoptimized processor implementation written in Verilog to be easier to understand and easier to verify against than the ASL specification. This would lead to fragmentation of the specification since a specification written in Verilog would only be useful to hardware engineers and other groups would use one or more separate and incompatible specifications.

7 RELATED WORK

There are two areas of closely related work: formal specification of processors and formal validation of requirement specifications.

This paper is concerned with the general problem of trusting large specifications but its particular focus is on specifications of processors. Most recent papers on creating processor specifications describe how they tested their specification. The most extensively tested processor specifications are the executable ARM specifications described in our previous work [Reid 2016; Reid et al. 2016] and the executable x86-64 specifications created by Goel et al. [Goel et al. 2014]. Both have been verified using substantial programs: Reid uses ARM’s architecture conformance test suite while Goel runs real programs including (amusingly) a SAT solver. ARM has publicly released their v8-A processor specification in machine readable form. Reid et al. also formally verify ARM processor pipelines against the instruction set part of the specification: this increases confidence in the instruction set part of the specification but it says little about the system architecture part of the specification that is our primary concern in this paper.

Other notable processor specifications are the Fox/Myreen ARM v7-A ISA specification in HOL [Fox and Myreen 2010] and Flur et al.’s ISA and concurrency specification in SAIL [Flur et al. 2016] both of which were tested against actual processors using random and directed tests (8400 tests in Flur et al., 281,307 tests in Fox/Myreen). The other major ARM ISA specification that we are aware of is embedded in the CompCert compiler and is used in the proof that the compiler faithfully translates the input C program to ARM assembly code. This specification is limited to a subset of the user-mode ARMv6 specification and there is no published statement of how it was validated.
It is clear that testing of processor specifications is becoming standard practice but all of the
above work consists of testing or formally verifying the specification against implementations of
that specification. They are therefore vulnerable to the problems we identified in the introduction:
(1) Testing of the specification cannot begin until the first implementation or a test suite is produced;
and (2) Testing against an implementation of the specification is vulnerable to common mode
failure. Our approach avoids these pitfalls by relying on formalization of high level properties that
the specification is intended to meet and it avoids the well known limitations of testing by using
formal verification techniques.

We believe that our \textit{Called} operator is a novel feature in formal specifications but it can be seen as
a adaptation of the coverage measurement features found in System Verilog \cite{IEEE2013} that allow
verification engineers to annotate Verilog programs with specific coverage goals. Verilog simulation
tools generate reports of how many times each coverage goal was hit allowing verification engineers
to confirm that their test harness is exercising the desired behaviour. Alternatively, in software
testing, it is common to add debug printf statements to a program to confirm that a certain path is
being tested.

Another important part of processor architecture is the specification of the memory concurrency
semantics \cite{Alglave2014,Flur2016,Sarkar2011}. These specifications are tested
extensively against commercial processors. More recently, the MemAlloy tool has been created for
automatically comparing memory consistency models \cite{Wickerson2017}. Although different
in almost every detail, we see this as solving a similar problem: understanding if a specification is
correct without the need to wait until an implementation is available.

Our work can also be seen as a variant on formal validation of requirements specifications\textsuperscript{3}. The Alloy language and analyzer \cite{Jackson2002} is closest to the system described here. Alloy is a
simplified and improved descendant of the Z notation that allows definition of a model consisting
of some state and operations on those states states and one can verify expected properties using a
SAT solver. In some ways, Alloy is considerably more general and sophisticated than the system
described here: it provides a simple, mathematically clean language for specification. In other ways
the ASL language is more powerful because it provides specialized concepts for the task of defining
processor semantics such as bitvectors and dependent types, concepts like instructions and bitfields
of registers, etc. and it is imperative: these features allow the creation of detailed specifications of
large, complex architectures and proofs about specifications with very large state spaces.

The Formal Tropos language \cite{Fuxman2001} is specifically designed to allow the form of
loose specification that characterizes the early stages of requirements engineering: it focusses on
entities and the relationships between them and allows the addition both of hard goals specified
using first order linear temporal logic and soft goals that might be subjective (e.g., a company
may have a goal of attracting new customers). The language provides a number of high level
abstractions of events such as notions of object creation, fulfillment of a goal, etc. that could
be expressed in temporal logic but whose inclusion improved readability; specifications can be
animated to check understanding; and model checking can be used to formally verify that properties
of the specification are true or can be satisfied. Support for temporal logic is the most obvious
difference from our system but we are not sure that model checkers would be able to cope with the
large state spaces of our specification because, even with explicit invariants, some of the properties
we wish to check are barely provable by an SMT solver. However, the rich set of abstractions for

\textsuperscript{3}Strictly speaking, ARM says that the natural language rules and the formal ASL specification in ARM’s specifications
have equal weight: they are both part of the specification and both must be satisfied by an implementation. However, in
this work we have treated the natural language rules as a loose specification of the properties that the more precise ASL
specification is required to satisfy — much as a requirements specification can be seen as a loose specification for more
refined specifications developed as design and implementation proceeds.
describing events appears useful and we are considering whether they can be adopted without requiring the use of model-checking.

More broadly, it is common practice when creating specifications in a theorem prover to prove that a new definition satisfies sets of properties such as commutativity, associativity, etc. [Pierce et al. 2016]. Like our properties about specifications, such properties may not completely characterize the functions being developed but they give increased confidence that the functions are correct and they are often useful when using those functions. The difference is that our specifications are somewhat larger and that our properties make use of the ability of our property language to restrict the set of execution paths taken by the function being checked.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This is part of a long program of creating a complete and precise specification of the ARM architecture. The most significant limitation is that it has not yet been integrated with parallel work on concurrent memory semantics [Alglave et al. 2014; Flur et al. 2016; Sarkar et al. 2011]. This limitation shows up most clearly in situations where TopLevel performs multiple memory accesses in a single transition (either because of executing ARM’s “load/store multiple” instructions or because of pushing/popping context on/off the stack during exceptions). Our reasoning treats the entire execution/exception as a single atomic transition while an external observer would see multiple independent memory accesses.

We see this work as a step towards creating a set of properties that can be used to verify low-level system code such as interrupt handlers, memory protection, etc. We hope that this could be used to plug the gaps in formal proofs of software such as the seL4 OS kernel [Klein et al. 2009, Section 4.4] that rely on manual inspection and thorough testing of a few pieces of low-level code instead of providing a formal proof.

The current performance of our tool is adequate for daily or weekly checking of the specification but it is currently too slow to use as a check on every commit to the specification repository. We plan to implement a variation on DAG inlining [Lal and Qadeer 2015] to improve scalability.

We are considering how we could formalize the statement in Section 4.3 that says “EPSR.IT to be become UNKNOWN.” This property cannot be checked in our current implementation because it is a 2-safety property: detecting a violation would require comparing the result of traces from two program traces [Clarkson and Schneider 2010].

9 CONCLUSION
Formal verification of programs is becoming more and more practical but, if the verification is to be meaningful, it must be based on correct architecture specifications for the hardware that the programs run on. That is, the specifications are a critical part of the Trusted Computing Base. Unfortunately, the size and complexity of architecture specifications is such that it seems inevitable that specifications will contain bugs and our previous work confirms this supposition [Reid 2016].

While it is common to debug specifications by testing the specification, this paper proposes a different approach: we define a set of formal properties that should hold for the specification and we formally verify that the architecture specification satisfies these properties. We think of the relationship between the properties and the specification as being like the relationship between a nation’s constitution and a nation’s laws: the constitution is concise enough that everyone can read them while the laws are too large for effective review; the constitution can be used to test whether existing or proposed laws are compatible with high level goals; and the constitution is stable and changes very, very slowly.

We have extended ARM’s Architecture Specification Language with a property language that is able to concisely express many of the properties currently written in natural language. Our
extension’s power comes from a novel coverage operator that lets us express cross-cutting, end-to-end properties. We are able to check that these properties hold by converting both the specification and the properties to verification conditions that can be checked in a push-button manner using an SMT solver. We have used this system to check ARM’s v8-M specification. Despite the fact that the ARM v8-M specification had previously been extensively tested and reviewed, we found twelve bugs in it, that have all been fixed by ARM.

To our knowledge, no realistic architecture specification has been subjected to this degree of formal verification before.
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